form with vertical ground connections (the Beverage antenna) and with these replaced by horizontal terminations. For transmission, the electromagnetic field of an antenna with optimum length is determined, both along the surface of the earth in air and in the earth, in an accurate but simple form that takes full account of the proximity of the earth (lake, sea) on the distribution of current. For reception, the induced currents in the antema and in the load are determined for a field incident along the surface of the earth. The two types of termination are compared and their contributions shown to be small when the horizontal wire has a length near the optimum.
I. INTRODUCTION
A USEFUL antenna for transmission between points on or near the surface of the earth is the wave antenna first described by Beverage et al. [ l ] . It consists of a long wire close to the surface of the earth (sea, lake, ice) and driven and terminated to carry a traveling wave of current. The Beverage antenna has been discussed primarily for reception [2] - [j] . In his book on travelingwave antennas, Walter [6] assumes the current on the Beverage antenna to be Ix(x) = Ix(0) exp (ikox), where k, is the real wavenumber of air and determines the far-field pattern of the wire alone. He states that "the presence of the ground complicates the problem" and that "the usual approach is to represent the ground as a complex dielectric and consider the total pattern of the antenna and its properly weighted image." This approach disregards the effect of the earth on the distribution of current, assumes that a valid image can be constructed to replace the earth, and provides no means for obtaining the field along the surface of the earth where a lateral wave dominates.
The current in and driving-point admittance of a horizontalwire antenna over the earth are known [7] -191 . When the wire is close to the earth, the wavenumber for the current is significantly different from the free-space wavenumber. Furthermore, a study of the electric field at the surface of the earth near the antenna indicates that the scattered field cannot be interpreted as due to the current in an image antenna at a specified distance from the boundary.
In the applications of the wave antenna, the field along the surface of the earth is of interest. This is the field involved in the transmission from a driven wave antenna to a second wave or other receiving antenna. It is the reflected field received by a Beverage receiving antenna from an obstacle near the horizon when this is illuminated by a radar beam. No accurate determination of this field appears to be available in the literature.
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DESCRIPTION O F THE WAVE ANTENNA AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
The conventional Beverage antenna shown in Fig. l(a) consists of a long horizontal conductor that extends from x = 0 to x = h in Region 2 at the constant height d above the x-axis and two vertical conductors in series with suitable impedances that assure. a traveling wave along the horizontal wire. The vertical conductors enter the ground at z = 0 and continue down into Region 1 a distance I, where they end in radial ground networks. The radius of each conductor is u. An alternative form, shown in Fig. l(b) , consists of only a horizontal wire at the height d over the earth.
It is driven at x = 0 at the distance I from the open end at
is loaded at z = h by a series impedance ZL , and ends at
The electrical properties of the two half-spaces, Region 2 (air) at z < 0 and Region 1 (earth, sea, lake) at z > 0, are characterized by the wavenumbers k, = k , = w(p,,eO)'/* and k , = 01 +-icyl = w(poSl)l'z, where Zl = e l + io,/w. Here el =eoelr and u, are the real effective permitti\ity and conductivity. Also useful are the wave impedances {, = To = (po/eo)1/2 -120x Rand
is e-'-*.
The following conditions are imposed:
A consequence of (1) is that the power radiated into Region 2 (air) is negligibly small compared to that transmitted into Region 1 (earth, sea, etc.). The horizontal wire is so closely coupled to the earth that it cannot properly be treated as a wire in air with only an added correction to take account of the earth. In effect, it is an eccerztricnlly insulated conductor lying on the earth. The thickness of the air insulation is essentially the height d of the wire. When (1) is satisfied, the current in the wire is like that in a transmission line nith the wavenumber kL = oL + icq and a characteristic impedance 2, (that depend on the inductance, capacitance and resistance per unit length of the wire) and not like that of an antenna in air with the wavenumber k2 of air. For an antenna in air, radiation is a property of the antenna as a whole; it cannot be assigned per unit length. For the antenna close to the earth, radiation is a property per unit length. The formula for Z, is
In ( 
where Oh = coth-'(Zh/Z,). \+'hen Z , = Z,, et, + 00 and
Note that the wavenumber for the current is kt ~ not k z . The impedance of the antenna at the driving point x = 0 is zi,, = Z + zg + Z , , where z = iZ, cot (kLh + ieh), zg is the impedance of the generator and Zo the impedance of the terminating section at x = 0. For traveling-wave operation, the effective impedance 2, = 2, + 2, of the terminating section at x = h is made equal to the characteristic impedance 2, so that 2 = z h = 2,. With the Beverage antenna, 20 is the impedance of each of the grounded vertical conductors. With the horizontalwire antenna, 2, is the impedance of an open-ended section of the eccentrically insulated wire of length I; Le., with et, --in
for an ideal open end, 2, = iZ, cot kLl.
THE ELECTRIC FIELD DUE TO DIPOLES WITH UNIT ELECTRIC MOMENT
The first step in determining the electromagnetic field generated by the currents in the several parts of the antennas shown in Fig.   1 is to express the field generated by an element of current l,(z')dz' in the vertical elements and by I,(x')dx' in the horizontal element. Evidently, there are two types of vertical elements, those on the boundary surface in Region 2 (z < 0 ) and those on the boundary surface in Region 1 (z > 0). The eccentrically insulated horizontal element is on the boundary entirely in (E, and E,) and the transverse component of the magnetic field (Bo) at distances from the source that are sufficiently great to make contributions from terms that involve exp (ik, p ) = exp (-alp) exp (iplp) neghgible. This is only a short distance (much less than a wavelength) when Region 1 is earth or water with practically available effective conductivity. To conserve space, the following notation is used 
When k 2 p is sufficiently large, the Fresnel integrals are well represented by the leading terms in asymptotic formulas. With these,
With this notation the expressions for the fields of infinitesimal vertical and horizontal electric dipoles with unit electric moments (I4Z = 1 A-m) located on the boundary between Regions 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 1 together with the limiting conditions, Formulas are given for vertical dipoles just above the boundary in Region 2 (air) and just below the boundary in Region 1 (earth. water, etc.). The formulas for the horizontal dipole are the same when the dipole is just above or just below the boundary. The formulas for the components of the electric and magnetic fields are for points on the surface in Region 2 (z = -0) and for points on and below the surface in Region 1 ( z > +O). The rotationally symmetric field of the vertical dipole is smaller by the very small factor k z / k : when the dipole is just below the surface in Region 1 than when it is just above the surface in Region 2. The directional field of the horizontal dipole is smaller by the factor k2/kl than the field of the vertical dipole when this is in Region 2, and larger by the factor k l / k , than the field of the vertical dipole when this is in region 1. It is, of course, possible to make the electric moment of a horizontal antenna sufficiently great so that its field is greater than that of a vertical antenna in Region 2 with a small electric moment. The fields in Table I are useful for the Beverage antenna which has both vertical and horizontal conductors in Regions 1 and 2.
Note that the largest component of the electric field in Region 2 is E2:, the largest in Region 1 is E l p . The electromagnetic field of the horizontal dipole also has the components E@, B,, and B,; however, these are not significant in the operation of the Beverage and horizontal-wire antennas. They all have the factor sin Q The components of the electric field on the surface z = 0 in Region 2 due to vertical elements in Regon 2 are taken from Table I multiplied by the respective elecrric moment. For the elements at x = 0 and x = h , they are [E,,(PO? 
( 1 6 ) where po is the radial distance from the z-axis and p12
The components of the electric field in Region 2 due to the vertical elements in Region 1 are similarly obtained from Table I . They are
( 1 8) where Ik,l] < 0.21~. It follows from (15) and (17) and from (16) and (1 8) that
The last step follows since k2d and I klZ I are of comparable magnitudes (k2d < 0.2n, I klZl < 0 . 2~) . It may be concluded that the fields generated by the currents in the two vertical elements of length 1 in Region 1 are negligible compared to the fields generated by the currents in the vertical elements of length d in Region 2.
k1) exp (-ik2h cos Qo), and a similar expression for F(k2ph, k l ) , the field due to the vertical elements is 
V. THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF THE HORIZONTAL ELEMENTS OF THE BEVERAGE AND HORIZONTAL-WIRE ANTENNAS
The horizontal conductor in Region 2 (air) at the electrically small height d over Region 1 (earth, water) has been analyzed as an eccentrically insulated antenna on the surface of Region 1. Its wavenumber kL is given by (2) , the characteristic impedance by (4), and the distribution of current by (5). When the terminating impedances ZL + 2, = Z, + Zo = Z,, the current is a simple t r a v e l~g wave given by Zx(x) = Ix(0) exp ( i k~x ) ,
The field generated by the current in the horizontal wire between x = 0 and x = h is the superposition in proper phase and amplitude of the continuity of elements I,(x')dx' along the wire. If the radial distance from the origin at x = y = z = 0 to the point of observation at ( p o , Qo, 0) is po, the radial distance from an element of current at x',
It follows with (7) and (8) that v: /zc.
The vertical electric field at p i & h2 due to the elements of current I,(X')dx' in the horizontal wire (0 < x ' < h ) in both the -
There is a similar integral with k z l substituted for k2 in (25).
However, since 9ki < Ik, 1 ' it follows that, with Qo = 0 , exp 
The quantities a~ and Ce, -k 2 ) in the exponents with Go = 0 , are shown graphically in Fig. 2 for sea and lake water a t f = 300 MHz.
The horizontal-wire antenna has two horizontal terminations that extend a distance 1 beyond each end of the main section of length h. When I,(x') = I x ( 0 ) exp (ikLx') is the current on the main section, the currents in the end sections are h < x ' d h + l . NO. 6 , NOVEMBER 1983 With these, the vertical component of the electric field due to each is
With (22). a typical integral to be evaluated is sin kL(h+ -~' ) e -~~2~'~~~0 0 &'
S(k2, kL , do) = kL sin (k2Z cos Qo) -k2 cos Qo sin kLZ. (34) It follows that the fields due to the horizontal terminations are
The sum gives the field due to both terminations. It is
The radial ground networks at the ends of the vertical ground connections of length I in the Beverage antenna are constructed of bare horizontal wires. The current on each radial wire has the approximate form sin k,(S -s), where S is the radial length of the wire. Since k , = 0, + ia,. where a , is significant, and the wires are bare. the current on each is quite rapidly attenuated, Consequently. the lengths S can be very small compared to the length I? of the wire in air. Furthermore, with a radial distribution of wires. the fields of oppositely directed wires tend to cancel. I t follows that the contributions to the field by the currents in the radially arranged horizontal ground wires are negligible.
VI. THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF THE BEVERAGE ANTENNA
The field of the Beverage antenna is generated by the currents in both the horizontal and vertical members in Region 2 (air). The contributions from the vertical and horizontal ground wires in Region 1 are neghgible. The dominant components of primary interest are the vertical and radial components E2,(po, Go, 0) and E,,(po, Go. 0) in the air (Region 2) on the surface of the earth (Region 1) and the radial component E,, ( p o , Q o , z) in Region 1. These are obtained from (20) with (26) and (21) 
Differentiation with respect to Iz leads to the following maximizing equation:
aL cos CO, -k2)h + (pL -k2) sin -k2)h = aLe-aLh.
(42)
Since or, and (0~ -k 2 ) are generally of comparable size and less than one. the optimum value of h can be expected to be large enough so that ol, exp (-aLh) is quite small. When this is true, the approximate condition for a maximum is
Some solutions of (43) at f = 300 MHz are listed in Table I1 together with the associated small quantity cq, exp (-cYL/z). With such lengths, the factor
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the length h for d/X2 = 0.02 for wires over both sea and lake water. It is seen that for lengths h less than half the maximizing value, the amplitude decreases rapidly. Since the exponential term in 11 -exp ( -o~h ) exp (-01~h) is small, the same is true when Qo # 0. This means that this term contributes negligibly to the directional properties of the Beverage antenna.
Since G(k,.po, k l ) and F(k2p0, k , ) in (39)- (41) 
The direction of maximum for H(Qo) is Qo = 0 for which
. e i t a n -l (~~-k~) / a~. . 
VII. THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF THE HORIZONTAL-WIRE ANTEKNA
The electric field of the horizontal-wire antenna includes contributions from the currents in the main section between x = 0 and x = Iz with its traveling wave of current, Ix(x') = I,(O) exp (ikLx'). and from the currents in the terminations with their standing waves of current given by (28) and (29). The combined field is obtained from (26) and (37). It is E,, .
where C(k,, k L , Go) is given by (33) and S (k,, k L , Qo) by (34).
As with the Beverage antenna, the amplitude is maximized by selecting h as defined in (43). This is sufficiently great to make exp(-aLh) very small so that the exponential terms in (47) contribute negligibly. Hence
In order to compare the relative magnitudes of the fields due to 
When f = 300 MHz, d/hz = 0.02 and Region 1 is sea water,
.289 m-'. With PLI = a/2, the square bracket in (48) with Qo = 0 gives 1.014e"*51 for the combined field, 1 .Oe"."
for the field of the main travelingwave section alone, and 0.065e'0~18 for the field of the two horizontal terminations alone. Thus, the currents in the horizontal terminations increase the magnitude of the field of the current in the main section by about 1.5 percent. The corresponding magnitudes for the same antenna with vertical instead of horizontal terminations are 0.86 for the entire antenna, 1.0 for the horizontal part, and 0.14 for the vertical terminations. It is seen that the vertical terminations have a negative effect instead of the small positive effect of the horizontal ones.
VIII. SUMMARY: THE BEVERAGE AND HORIZOKTAL-WIRE ANTENNAS FOR TRANSMISSION
The detailed analysis of both the Beverage and horizontalwire wave antennas indicates that the contributions to the radiated field by the currents in the terminations are of minor significance when 1 k , d 1 is small and the length h is adjusted for near optimum. The properties of both antennas are comparable and their field in Region 2 (air) is given by
where [E,,(Po, Table I with p changed to p o and 9 to I $~. The functions F(k2po, k l ) and G(k2p0, k l ) in Table I are defined in (7) and (8) with (9)- (14) with p replaced by p o throughout. It also follows that the field of the wave antennas in Region 1 (earth, sea) is 
These formulas are valid when the antennas are terminated so that the current in the long horizontal wire is a pure traveling wave with the form 
O, O ) 1 2 h and [H@(PO-
O, 0)12h = pol[B@(pO,
IX. THE BEVERAGE AND HORIZONTAL-WIRE! ANTENNAS FOR RECEPTION-THE CURRENT IN THE MAIN HORIZONTAL WIRE
The wave antennas shown in Fig. 1 are converted from transmission to reception by the substitution of a receiver with load 2, for the generator with impedance Zg at x = 0 , z = -d, and the adjustment of Zo f Z, to 2,. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for the Beverage antenna where the receiver is represented by the impedance 2,. In the following it will be assumed that both impedances 2, and Z , in conjunction with their grounding The current Ix(0) in the load impedance can, of course, be obtained by an application of the reciprocal theorem to the transmitting antenna already analyzed. However, the distribution of current along the wire cannot be obtained in this manner. Actually, it is instructive to treat the wave antenna independently for reception.
An important initial question is the description of the incident electromagnetic field which induces currents in the receiving antenna. If the incident field is generated by an aircraft flying at some distance, the incident field is well approximated by a plane wave arriving along a path that subtends an angle @ with the x-axis along the horizontal wire and an angle 0 with the vertical and polarized either in the plane of incidence or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. On the other hand, if the source of the incident field is a transmitting antenna-perhaps a Beverage antenna-on the surface of the earth or a missile near the horizon scattering a radar signal, the incident field is a lateral wave traveling along the surface. Whether the currents that generate the field are vertical or horizontal, the principal components of the lateralwave electric field at moderate and large distances are E :
' and E : '
given by z , + z , =z,.
where F and G are defined in (7) and (8). Here p is the radial distance from a source on or very near the boundary surface between Regions 1 and 2 and A is an amplitude factor determined by the magnitude of the currents in the source.
If the incident field is referred to its value at x = 0, then
In these expressions it is assumed that the amplitude of the incident field is sensibly constant over the length h of the horizontal wire and that the phase varies progressively with the wavenumber k 2 . This means that the distances p from points on the wire to the source are quite large compared to the length h : p S h. The current in the horizontal \%<re shown in Fig. 7 is induced entirely by E?'(x). It can be determined by treating the incident field as a continuous distribution of generators along the wire. The current due to a generator with the electromotive force (emf) EF:(x')dx' at x' is ~I,(X) = Z F ' E E (~' ) dx'eikLXe--ikLx'. x ' < x </I (55) dZx(x) = Z ; lEE(x')dx'e-ikLxeikLx', 0 < x <xf.
(56)
The current due to the entire incident fieldE?c(
This integrates into
The values at @ = 0 for maximum received signal and in the terminations with x = 0 and x = h are readily obtained.
Equation (58) can be written in the followin, 0 manner:
where the real coefficients A ; B, C and the arguments a: b , c are readily obtained from (58). E F i ( 0 ) is given by (54) with (53). Note that the three traveling waves in (59) have quite different amplitudes and phases. One of these, represented by A exp (io) exp (-ik2x) with Q = O? travels with the real wavenumber k2 of the incident electric field so that its amplitude remains constant as it progresses from x = 11 to x = 0; the phase is linear and advances by 2~ in each wavelength in air ( I 2 = 27r,'k2). A second wave: represented by B exp (ib) exp (ikLx), travels with the wavenumber kL = 0, + i a , in the opposite direction, i.e., from x = 0 to x = h. Its phase constant DL is greater than k2 and the wave is exponentially attenuated with the factor exp(-cqx). The third wave, given by C exp (ic) exp t o virtually zero at x = 0. The current associated with this wave almost cancels the current of the first wave near x = h where both are nearly equal in amplitude and opposite in phase. The rapid decrease of the third wave as (h -x) increases and the simultaneous decrease in the phase difference allow the resultant current D(x, 0) to grow rapidly from x = h to x = 0. The second wave is generally unimportant because its amplitude is so small. However, very near x = 0 its contribution is to reduce the amplitude of the resultant current. If the length of the wire were increased beyond the optimum value, this decrease would become sigmficant. As it is, the current in the load at x = 0 is at a maximum.
X. THE BEVERAGE AND HORIZONTAL-WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RECEPTION-THE CURRENT DUE TO THE TERMINATIONS, IN THE LOAD, AND IN THE ENTIRE ANTENNA
The vertical conductors at x = 0 and x = h that connect the horizontal wire to ground in the Beverage antenna are excited by the large z-component E';",C of the incident field. The electrically short conductor at x = h maintains the voltage ETz(h)d across the end of the eccentrically insulated horizontal wire. With E,, positive down, this is in the positive direction for the current. Similarly, the vertical conductor at x = 0 maintains the voltage EF",CO)d but, with Ezz down, this is in the negative direction.
Since the horizontal wire is terminated in Zc at each end, the currents along the wire are However, E z ( h ) = EYz(0) exp (-ik2h cos Q), so that and the sum of the two currents is (63) This is the superposition of two attenuated traveling waves moving in opposite directions. At large distances from the source,
Hence
The magnitude of this current with 4 = 0 is shown as T(x, 0) in Fig. 8 . The oppositely directed traveling waves excited by the voltages maintained across the ends of the vertical conductors at x = 0 and x = h set up a standing wave. However, the magnitude of the current due to the voltage induced on the vertical elements is quite small compared with that of the currents induced directly in the horizontal wire. Specifically in the load, with Q = 0, the sum of the currents is where H(0) and V are defined in (45) and (46) . This current in the load could have been obtained directly from the analysis of the transmitting antenna by means of the reciprocal theorem.
The contribution to the current in the traveling-wave section between x = 0 and x = h of a horizontal-wire receiving antenna due to the presence of the horizontal terminations could be evaluated without difficulty. However, it follows from the transmitting case that their contributions are small enough to be negligible so that it may be assumed that the entire current at any point is given by (58) or (59) and the current in the load by XI. CONCLUSION
The transmitting and receiving qualities of the Beverage and horizontal-wire antennas over a conducting or dielectric earth have been determined analytically specifically for transmission and reception of waves traveling along the surface of the earth. Full account is taken of the effect of the earth on the currents in the antenna and its terminations and on the transmitted and incident fields. These latter are necessarily surface or lateral waves which have been accurately represented by newly available formulas.
NOMENCLATURE
Field due to horizontal unit dipole on boundary in Region 1 or 2 . Field due to vertical unit dipole in Region 1,2. Field due to horizontal unit dipole in Region 1, 2.
Field due to vertical conductor at x = 0 or x = h in Region 1, 2 . Field due to horizontal wire from x = 0 t o x = h.
Field due to horizontal terminations of length I at x = 0, x = h. Field due to both horizontal terminations.
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